
As the tide washes up strange wonders from afar, from beneath, small meaningful motifs 
surface - not necessarily with the first viewing, or even the second-  revealing gleaming 
passages which then, at times, improbably sink back into her densely layered strata.

Jeanette Stevenson works with multiple photographs: as though sanded down in 
antiquing technique, near transparent flowers, glinting mid-day glass or perhaps a shriek 
of steel may be seen in her work. 
From a vast repository of images shot over the last decade, she intuitively gathers form, 
color and atmosphere for a piece. Her daring juxtaposition of imagery from nature 
against sly, not always easily discernable man-made elements is what names her work.   

Quarterly series, aligned with the seasons, showcase her evolving style and changing 
constellation of ideas. 
For Miss Stevenson, bringing the obscure and familiar into her multi-layered worlds and 
illuminating them - or defining certain darker montages with fantastical black wrought 
iron or graffitiesque embellishment - "is an unparalleled heady pleasure".

Diving into Liquid Purple - Scintillation 3: Representative of her water montages, this 
lavish display of Pre-Raphaelite imagery and rich blues pays tribute to the romance of a 
light-gilded generous sea.  

Flying fish: With a fanciful white fantail and mottled indication of an arching large fish -
or mermaid - Flying Fish is a lyrical contemporary ode to the edge of life frenzy and loll 
undersea.

Lightstruck: The Midnight Mermaid Party must be about to begin...pastel light sent down 
from a fat, low hanging summer moon charms the calm ocean surface; nets of golden 
kelp to suspend the crab and sea urchin sushi and other delicacies will be swum in soon. 
Then the dancing can begin!

Mermaids on Deck: Twin selves twitch characteristic mermaid mischief peek into the 
porthole to see who is on deck...a stray sailor may fall under their spell is he's lucky!

Modern Selki: In requisite dark glasses and Hollywood languor, this part-time mermaid 
strikes the classic mer-woman's prone attitude albeit fully dressed.

Moonlit Kelp Forest: A silver blue gray kelp forest in slow cold undulation: the night 
moon's light sinks into the depths of the sea.

Undersea Grotto: A deep watery dream of velvet color reveals thread fine kelp and a 
sepia sea hare ponders a rough rocky incline while phosphorescent fuscia fish nod at a 
silver ray lifting off, flat disc to elegant ascending breadth... 


